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 More on Incorporating 
DRA into Replacement 
Value Player Ratings                         E  

 For many years, baseball encyclopedias that included estimates of off ensive 
and defensive runs for each player would be combined into an overall player 
“runs” estimate, oft en translated into “wins,” based on slight variations of the 
general rule that each extra ten runs ‘created’ on off ense or ‘saved’ on defense 
by a team over the course of a season is associated with one extra win. Recall 
that “off ensive runs” for a player is the number of runs he generated above or 
below the league-average rate over the course of a season, based usually on 
his total outs, walks, singles, doubles, triples, home runs, stolen bases, times 
caught stealing, etc. “Defensive runs” for a player is the number of runs he 
‘saved’ above or below the league-average fi elder at his position. (Pete Palmer 
and Clay Davenport have long provided such estimates.) A player would be 
rated on the basis of his total off ensive and defensive runs relative to the 
league-average rate at this position that year.  

 One of the many important ideas Bill James introduced at least a quarter 
century ago is that a player should not ultimately be evaluated against the 
 average  level of performance at his position (off ense and defense combined), 
but against the  replacement  level performance at his position (off ense and 
defense combined).   1  

1.  Th is idea is not inconsistent with the approach we’ve taken for evaluating fi elding in isolation, 
that is, defensive runs relative to the league-average fi elder. As I’ve previously argued, there are at 
least four good reasons to rate fi elders relative to the league-average rate. First, ‘replacement level 
fi elding’ (fi elding performance good enough for a team to allow a fi elder to take that position) is 
generally fairly close to average fi elding anyway, because it is much easier to fi nd back-up players 
who can fi eld at an average level than players who can hit at an average level. Second, reported 
estimates of fi elder value are almost always made relative to league-average performance, making it 
much easier to compare and contrast fi elding evaluation systems. Th ird, there really isn’t such a 
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2 APPENDIX E

 A player’s value above replacement value is how much his team would be 
aff ected if it were to lose his services to injuries or otherwise, if he had to be 
replaced by a player who could play the same position. (In some sense you 
don’t know how valuable anything is until you lose it.) If a player is injured, 
it is almost never possible to replace him with another player who plays at 
the league-average level, because players who can play at that level are 
 already  playing full-time somewhere  else  (including on the same team, but 
at other positions). Yes, the injured player’s team may be able to obtain an 
‘average’ player from another team, but only in exchange for  another  player 
(or money). 

 Th e typical quality player a team can obtain quickly and at little or no 
cost to replace an injured starter will produce at signifi cantly below the 
average rate for the league as a whole. Th e trouble has been in estimating 
what that rate of ‘underperformance’ relative to the league-average rate 
actually is. Replacement level is not a mathematical defi nition, such as the 
league-average rate of performance; it is closer to a practical business 
judgment. And how high or low one sets the bar can dramatically impact 
career ratings of players and pitchers. Now that we are getting a handle 
on fi elding evaluation and cross-era adjustments, probably the biggest 
distortions in career player ratings come from the vagaries of defi ning 
replacement level. 

 Here is how I would do it. Add each player’s off ensive runs (relative to the 
 entire  league,  not  just players at  his  position) to his defensive runs at his posi-
tion to derive “net overall runs.” (If a player splits time between positions, 
allocate his off ensive runs to those positions in proportion to his playing 
time and add his defensive runs for each position to that allocated portion.) 
Do this for every player at every position. 

 Next, identify the subset of non-injured players at each position (includ-
ing portions of individual player-seasons at that position) whose combined 
performance will defi ne replacement level. Some analysts might use 
the average performance of the three worst starters. Others might take the 
average performance of all players older than twenty-seven who make 
the league minimum salary. My inclination is to draw an average from the 
largest sample of players most likely to yield a stable estimate of the value of 
the typical bench player immediately available to play full time. Such a 
sample might include the performance of all non-injured players at each 
position (again, including partial seasons per position) who played less than 

thing as a replacement level  fi elder  (or a replacement level batter); rather, there are replacement level 
 players , because it is overall value that wins or loses ballgames. A very poor fi elder might not be 
replaced in the fi eld because he hits exceptionally well, and vice versa. Fourth, it is ‘easy’ to incorpo-
rate fi elding measures  vis-à-vis  the average to obtain overall replacement level measures. 
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two-thirds of a season. Th is would include a large sample of a range of 
players, from those barely able to stay on the roster to those who had nearly 
won a full-time position. 

 Th e average would be the sum of the combined defensive and off ensive 
runs for those players, divided by their combined total innings played, mul-
tiplied by the average number of innings per team per season, to derive a 
‘full-time season’ number. Note that we would not be taking the average of 
the rates of each player, weighted equally, but the group average, which 
would naturally refl ect more the impact of the players who played more. 
Take the average net overall runs for that subset of players at each position. 
Th at is the “replacement level,” which will diff er by position. 

 Any net overall runs for a player above the replacement level for his posi-
tion equals his “runs above replacement.” Th ough there would undoubtedly 
be some year-to-year variability in the replacement level per position, it 
probably would not be that great, because it would be defi ned by reference 
to the average net overall runs of probably no less than twenty players 
(although most would have small amounts of playing time) per position, 
even when the leagues had only eight teams. Large sample averages are rela-
tively stable. 

 Here is an example (slightly modifi ed) that I provided in my fi rst DRA 
article back in 2003. Let’s say that that Joe Shortstop in a particular year 
played 130 games and had  + 15 defensive runs compared to all shortstops 
and –10 off ensive runs compared to all players at  all positions  in his league, 
yielding  + 5 net overall runs. Let’s say all non-injured shortstops who played 
less than two-thirds of their teams’ games had a combined average, per 162 
‘true’ games played, of –15 net overall runs. Subtract Joe’s pro-rata (130 
divided by 162, or .80) portion of the –15 replacement-level runs, or  − 12 
runs, from Joe’s net overall runs  + 5, and  voila , you have Joe’s rating in terms 
of runs above replacement:  + 17 runs. 

 Most importantly, such a defi nition would not be skewed by outstanding 
performances by one or two or three top players, because their numbers 
would not go into the calculation. (Th is has long been a problem with ratings 
tied to league-average performance per position.) Th ough I am not certain of 
this, I suspect that even some state-of-the-art estimates on the web of replace-
ment value are set by reference to the league-average performance at that 
position, say a fi xed twenty runs below average performance over a full-time 
season. Th e problem is that league-average performance incorporates the 
performance of the good outliers, whose off ensive runs totals can be much 
higher than defensive runs totals. Th ough in a large league, such as the six-
teen-team National League during Barry Bonds’s peak (2001–2004), even a 
Barry Bonds will only skew such average by fi ve runs or so (which is still too 
much), in smaller leagues the eff ect can be overwhelming. Tris Speaker, for 
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4 APPENDIX E

example, should never be included in the sample of players used to calculate 
the replacement level for center fi elders in the Dead Ball Era. 

 Whatever estimate of replacement value is decided upon, both the method 
used and the precise results, year by year, should be fully disclosed in any 
evaluation of a player. Ideally, multiple methods and estimates should be 
reported together, so that anyone seeing a player’s overall rating will be able 
to detect immediately any anomalies in replacement level calculations and 
the impact such ‘fuzzy’ statistics have on the player’s rating. As each approx-
imation of replacement value is disclosed and reported, better approxima-
tions to ‘real’ replacement value will be achieved.                
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